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The Standard UAS Operator Log provides record-keeping for flight operations of small and large

unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), remote-control aircraft (R/C),

remotely piloted aircraft (RPA), and drones. It meets the needs of civilian, military, hobbyists, and

professional operators alike so that critical flight details can be tracked.The logbook has sufficient

room for more than 300 flights with space to record the equipment details, location, aircraft

category, flight conditions, type of operating time, number of takeoff/launch and landing/recovery,

and the total duration of the flight. The remarks area provides space to note the mission, crew,

control method (such as RC, first person view or RPV and autonomous), battery number and

configuration or other information to correlate to the flight controller mission logs. It also includes a

summary page for owner/operator (such as contact details, certificates and ratings, and recurrency

training), a briefing/academic instruction log, a page for equipment and hours flown, and initial and

recurrent training endorsements.
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I really wish I wouldn't have wrote my name on the first page because I would have returned this. I

feel this logbook is put together very poorly. It appears that they took a fixed wing logbook and

change a select few columns to make it UAS. They left an instrument column which to me is

unnecessary, maybe i'm crazy. I feel they could have added other needed sections and that's why I

will not be using this book and will create my own on excel.



Nice little logbook. I operate phantom 2 and I wanted to log my flight time for personal reasons. This

is a great logbook that has enough room for ask the necessary information. You will feel better

buying this instead of an expensive gimmick marketed to rich, blind drone owners.

just what I needed
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